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ABSTRACT 

The concept of relationship awareness has been used as a framework to 

describe internal representations and reflections on one’s own relationships.  

Forms of relationship awareness may be explicit or implicit. Explicit forms include 

thinking and talking about the relationship, including comparisons and contrasts 

between partners in a relationship as well as referring to the relationship as an 

entity. Explicit relationship awareness has been linked to romantic relationship 

satisfaction. This link is moderated by gender and emotional tone of interactions 

in which relationship awareness is expressed. An implicit form of relationship 

awareness is the mental representation of the self as part of a couple, or couple 

identity. Having a couple identity may reflect an orientation through which a 

partner interprets a couple’s interactions and circumstances. Couple identity may 

increase the tendency to view the dyad as a team or partnership rather than 

advocates for separate or opposing points of view.  Such an orientation may be 

instrumental in the way partners’ resolve disagreements and cope with external 

stressors.  Studies of relationship awareness, its forms, and related concepts 

(such as controlled vs. automatic processing, relationship schemas, and 

cognitive interdependence) will be discussed with the purpose of suggesting new 

avenues for research and theoretical development. 
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Do Relationship Reflections Help or Hurt Close Relationships? 

 At a social gathering of psychologists almost 20 years ago, I was having a 

conversation about my research interests, when one man said “Whenever a 

woman says ‘I want to talk about our relationship,’ it makes my boots squeak.” 

Eager young scholar that I was, I laughed, but was too shy to tell him that my 

research showed that even though he was more witty than most, his response 

was typical, especially for males.  Men are more likely than women to feel that 

talking about the relationship means that there is something wrong, and he’s to 

blame.  The imagery that was evoked by his witty comment stayed with me all 

these years and so did my motivation to figure out whether thinking and talking 

about the relationship with one’s partner was good or bad for an intimate 

relationship.   

As such, the concept of relationship awareness was introduced to provide 

a general framework for the study of thinking and talking about relationships 

(Acitelli & Duck, 1987).  This chapter will begin with a general definition of 

relationship awareness and discuss its development as a construct.  Different 

forms of relationship awareness will be delineated and relevant research will be 

discussed.  A goal of this chapter is to demonstrate that attending to the 

relationship has consequences for relationship outcomes, such as stability, 

satisfaction, tension and positive interactions.  Therefore, the chapter will focus 

on research that examines the association between attending to the relationship 

(in its various forms) and relationship outcomes.  Integrating literature from 

communication studies, social, clinical, and health psychology will be 
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instrumental in articulating implications for future research on relationship 

awareness. 

WHAT IS RELATIONSHIP AWARENESS? 

Relationship awareness, in general, consists of focusing attention on 

one’s relationship or on interaction patterns, comparisons, and contrasts between 

partners in a relationship including attending to the couple or relationship as an 

entity. It includes internal representations and conscious reflections about a 

particular relationship. Relationship awareness was originally theorized to be a 

key component of intimacy that had been overlooked in the existing work on 

relationships in general and intimacy specifically (Acitelli & Duck, 1987).   

Definitions of intimacy vary widely, but the common thread among the 

various definitions is that intimacy is a multifaceted concept that contributes to 

the quality of close relationships (Prager, 1995; Reis & Shaver, 1988).  Early 

work posited that personal self-disclosure (Altman & Taylor, 1973, Derlega, 

1984) was the hallmark of an intimate relationship. What seemed to be missing 

from the literature then was the idea that reflecting on one’s relationship could be 

a crucial process that might enhance the quality of a relationship or at least 

influence its outcome.  Instead of talking about the self, Acitelli and Duck (1987) 

proposed that talking about the relationship would be more likely to promote 

increases in intimacy between partners. What began as an attempt to fill the 

gaps in theorizing about intimacy resulted in a program of research that 

elaborated on the different forms, functions, predictors and outcomes of 

relationship awareness.   
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Early work made the important distinction between thinking and talking 

within the context of a relationship and thinking and talking about the relationship 

(Acitelli, 1993).  Cognition and communication may occur within the context of a 

relationship yet not focus on the relationship per se.  For example, one partner 

may reflect on the other partner’s attributes, thinking about how “her smile lights 

up a room,” and may even tell her so.  The thought and speech are focused on 

an individual partner within a relationship context but are not focused on the 

relationship itself.  However, if the partner were to think that the way she smiles 

melts his heart, then the partner is beginning to focus on the relationship 

because he is acknowledging something about her that attracts him, and perhaps 

forms a connection between them.  He might even focus more squarely on the 

relationship by telling her that he likes the way they make each other smile, 

thereby making a comment on their compatibility as a couple. 

Recent work has begun to recognize more ways that attention can be 

focused on the relationship (Acitelli, 2001; Acitelli & Badr, 2005; Harvey & 

Omarzu, 1997). The obvious behavioral manifestations or two forms of 

relationship awareness are thinking and talking about a relationship. On the other 

hand, the extent to which such awareness is explicit can modify these forms. 

Similar to social awareness (Wegner & Giuliano, 1982), relationship awareness 

can be explicit or implicit.  Wegner and Giuliano (1982) delineated two forms of 

social awareness. Focal (or explicit) social awareness requires that the social 

group to which one belongs is the object (or target) of perception.  Tacit (or 

implicit) social awareness is when the social group becomes the lens through 
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which one makes observations.  Instead of thinking explicitly about one’s social 

group (e.g., “I am among a group of fellow researchers”), people can be tacitly 

aware of the group to which they belong as an entity and might think and talk in 

ways that imply similarity to or inclusion in a group.  For example, attending 

research conferences, conveying an interest in research, and thinking of 

researchers as colleagues implies tacit social awareness of the group to which 

one belongs. The group becomes the lens through which members view the 

world.   

Extending the reasoning of Wegner & Giuliano (1982), the distinction 

between explicit relationship awareness and implicit relationship awareness can 

be made, highlighting the difference between topics of thought (e.g., the 

relationship) and the thinker’s perspective (e.g., a “we” vs. “me” orientation), 

respectively (Acitelli & Badr, 2005). Thus there are four related forms of 

relationship awareness that can be depicted in a 2X2 table.   Table 1 describes 

the four forms and provides examples of each form.  

   Thinking    Talking 

 

       

Explicit    

 
Metaperspective 
(“We have an affectionate [antagonistic] 
relationship.”) 
Attention to interaction patterns (“When I 
come home, he kisses [ignores] me.”)  

 
Metacommunication 
(“Your tone of voice makes me 
uncomfortable [feel safe].” 
Relationship talk 
(“I feel good [bad] about the way we get 
along.”)

 

Implicit     

  

 
Couple Identity or Cognitive 
Interdependence 
(Using “being part a couple” as a lens 
through which to view an activity or 
situation.) 

 
Use of First Person Plural and 
Possessive Pronouns (We, Us, 
Our/Ours), thus taking a relationship 
perspective rather than an individual 
perspective. 
 

 

Figure 1.  Four forms of relationship awareness. 
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Explicit thinking about the relationship includes controlled, conscious 

cognition focusing on interaction patterns between partners or on the relationship 

as an entity. It involves a metaperspective of the relationship in the sense that 

the thinker is viewing the relationship with some cognitive distance as an object 

or topic of thought.  An explicit focus (thoughts or speech) is often evaluative 

(“We have an affectionate [antagonistic] relationship”) even when seemingly 

describing interaction patterns (“When I come home, he kisses [ignores] me”). 

Explicit talking about the relationship can involve metacommunication or 

communicating about partners’ communication or interactions (“Your tone of 

voice makes me uncomfortable [feel safe].”). Such talk, like explicit thinking may 

be viewed as the expression of a metaperspective of the relationship by 

commenting on interaction patterns (“I feel good about the way we get along,” or 

“I don’t like it when we argue about little things.”) 

Implicit thinking about the relationship is relatively unconscious, 

uncontrolled and automatic. It involves having a couple identity or viewing 

oneself as part of a couple (Acitelli, Rogers, & Knee, 1999).  Having a couple 

identity is also known as cognitive interdependence (e.g., Agnew & Etchenberry, 

2006) in which members of a couple come to think of themselves as part of a 

collective unit that includes the other partner.  For example, “Kevin will no longer 

think of himself simply as Kevin.  Instead, he will regard himself more and more 

as part of a collective KevinandCathy unit” (Agnew & Etchenberry, 2006, p. 282).  

Being part of a couple can provide an orientation from which to interpret partner 
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interactions, and is more likely to result in positive, than negative interpretations 

(Brewer & Gardiner, 1996; Wegner & Guiliano, 1982).   

Implicit talking about the relationship refers to speech in which the partner 

uses first person plural and possessive pronouns (e.g., we, us, and our/ours) 

when talking about both partners in the relationship.  Such talk functions to 

represent the self as part of a couple. For example, instead of saying, “I had a 

really good time in Sydney,” the partner implicitly refers to the relationship by 

saying “We had a really good time in Sydney.” 

To my knowledge, research that examines the nature and consequences 

of all four types of relationship awareness together in the same study has not yet 

been constructed. However, there is research that helps support and shape 

hypotheses regarding each of the different forms of relationship awareness and 

their consequences for relationships.   

EXPLICIT RELATIONSHIP THINKING 

Investigations of explicit relationship thinking are rare.  Examining people’s 

thoughts about their dating relationships, Cate, Koval, Lloyd, & Wilson (1995) 

developed a measure of relationship thinking measure that taps into thought 

concerning relational constructs, behavioral events and subjective events and 

can occur both during interaction with the partner and when alone. The 

relationship is the explicit target of thought, and is more likely than implicit 

thought to involve making evaIuations of the relationship (Wegner & Guiliano, 

1982).  Thus, it is not surprising that through factor analysis 2 categories of 

relationship thinking reflected thoughts that were construed as potentially 
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enhancing and potentially detrimental to a relationship (Cate et al.,1995).  One 

category, positive affect, includes such items as “I think about all the fun my 

partner and I have had together.” An example of a potentially distressing and 

clearly evaluative item is “I reflect on whether I am being treated fairly/unfairly in 

our relationship.” 

Cate and colleagues predicted that relationship thinking would be related 

to relationship satisfaction. Their measure assesses the extent to which the 

participant sees oneself as a person who engages in relationship thinking and as 

such is distinguishable from measures of relationship satisfaction that tap into a 

global evaluation of one’s feelings about the relationship.  As expected, 

relationship satisfaction related positively to the positive affect category and 

negatively to the distressful category, even when accounting for the variance 

contributed by private self-consciousness, interpersonal orientation, and 

attributional complexity (Cate et al, 1995).   

Envisioning extensions of their research, the investigators deemed it 

essential to study relationship thinking in married couples.  Even though they 

suspected the processes would be the same for married couples, Cate et al. 

(1995) surmised that the outcomes of relationship thinking could be different.  

This idea is consistent with the finding that explicit relationship talk has more of 

an impact on relationships for those couples who are low in intimacy (Knobloch, 

Solomon, & Theiss, 2006).  That is, perhaps for married couples who, in general, 

may feel closer as a couple than a dating dyad, thinking explicitly about the 

relationship may be less important for defining the nature of the relationship.  
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EXPLICIT RELATIONSHIP TALKING 

One of the first studies of relationship awareness in marriage 

demonstrated that talking about the relationship was perceived by spouses 

differently depending on the situation.  In this experimental study, Acitelli (1988) 

examined the effects of talking explicitly about the relationship on perceptions of 

spouses' feelings of contentment.  Forty-two married couples read stories about 

couples in which spouses either talk or do not talk about the relationship in 

pleasant or unpleasant situations.  In a short questionnaire following each story, 

individual spouses rated the fictional spouses' feelings (of happiness in general 

and with regard to the specific conversation).  Results showed a main effect of 

relationship talk, such that it was perceived to make both spouses happier with 

their relationships.  Further analyses revealed that the discrepancy between 

ratings of husbands' feelings for relationship talk and non-relational talk was 

greater in an unpleasant story than in a pleasant story.  Hence, relationship talk 

was perceived as making more of a difference to husbands in unpleasant 

situations than in pleasant ones.  This pattern was not found for ratings of wives' 

feelings.  

 This gender difference may reflect the point that husbands view explicit 

relationship talk as instrumental (used as a tool for fixing things, so it is especially 

valuable in a conflict situation), whereas wives are seen to feel equally as good 

about explicit relationship talk in either setting. These findings highlight the 

different meanings that relationship talk has for men and women in relationships.  

Men may see explicit relationship talk as a strategy to help fix or maintain a 
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relationship so might question the value of such behaviors during pleasant 

situations. Whereas for women, such talk could be considered routine, something 

that needs to occur regularly to maintain the relationship.  (See Dainton and 

Stafford (1993) and Duck (1994) for more detail in distinguishing strategic and 

routine relationship maintenance behaviors.)   

 Moreover, the findings also send the message that context matters.  

Explicit relationship talk is seen differently depending on whether the 

conversation is positive or negative.  The couples’ level of intimacy is also an 

important context within which explicit relationship talk has different outcomes 

(Knobloch, et al., 2006). In a study of 120 dating couples (Knobloch, et al., 2006) 

investigators observed couples’ conversations and coded them for relationship 

talk.  Couples were asked to rate the impact of these conversations on their 

relationship.  Impact was assessed with 7 items asking participants to what 

extent did they agree, for example that the conversation “was an important event 

within my relationship” and “changed the way I think about my relationship” 

(adapted by Knobloch, et al. 2006, from Afifi & Metts, 1998). Results showed that 

relationship talk was associated with relational impact only with couples who 

were low in intimacy.  For the high intimacy couples, it was presumed that 

because they tended to talk about their relationship more frequently, such talk 

would have less of an impact on the nature of their relationship.  For couples low 

in intimacy, a conversation about the relationship “may be very valuable for 

understanding the nature of the relationship” (Knobloch, et al., 2006). 

Research with healthy couples and couples in which one spouse has a 
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chronic illness (Badr & Acitelli, 2005) further corroborates the point that context 

matters.  As expected, the association between explicit relationship talk and 

dyadic adjustment (Spanier, 1976) was stronger for women than for men, 

consistent with research on explicit relationship talk in open-ended interviews 

(Acitelli, 1992).  However, the association between relationship talk and dyadic 

adjustment was stronger for couples (both husbands and wives) with an ill 

spouse than for couples in which both spouses were healthy (Badr & Acitelli, 

2005).  Such a finding not only highlights the context in which relationship talk 

occurs, but the potential usefulness of such talk in the context of chronic illness.  

In addition, an area probability sample of 238 married and unmarried 

couples were asked how often they talked about their relationship in general and 

in the last 2 weeks (Acitelli, 2000). Such talk was shown to predict an increase in 

relationship tension for men approximately 18 months later. Moreover, there was 

a talk by marital status interaction such that explicit talk at Time 1 predicted a 

decrease in positive relations (caring, supporting and accepting one another) for 

married men, but an increase for unmarried men.  The opposite effect occurred 

for women.  Explicit talk at Time 1 predicted an increase in positive relations at 

Time 2 for married women, but a decrease for unmarried women (Acitelli & 

Carlson, 1997). (For more details on the area probability sample, see Acitelli, 

1997.)  

The interpretation for this complex finding is relatively simple. The 

literature is consistent in demonstrating that, to men, being in a relationship is 

more important than an assessment of the internal dynamics of a relationship 
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(e.g., Gove, Hughes, & Style, 1983; Hess & Soldo, 1985).  That is, men are more 

concerned with whether or not the relationship exists, whereas women are more 

concerned with the emotional quality and internal workings of a relationship.  

Perhaps, for men, the strategic maintenance of an unmarried relationship 

through relationship talk is an accepted part of being in the relationship.  Over 

time then, talking about the relationship keeps unmarried men in their 

relationships and leads to positive outcomes.  However, married men may view 

relationship talk as unnecessary because the relationship is already 

demonstrably solid and committed, so they may wonder why one would bother 

talking about it unless its existence is threatened.  The fact that relationship talk 

also predicts relationship tension for men in Time 2 also supports this idea. For 

married men, then, explicit relationship talk could signal problems in the 

relationship.  Whereas for women, such talk is seen as a routine part of being 

married. 

IMPLICIT RELATIONSHIP TALKING 

Scholars recognize that using plural and plural possessive pronouns and 

their modifiers (we, us, our, ours) in speech is a way for the speaker to represent 

him or herself as part of a couple (e.g., Acitelli, 1993). The use of the pronoun 

"we" can indicate closeness, intimacy, or acceptance and increase the amount of 

inclusion of the other in a partner’s statement (see Mehrabian, 1971).  Few 

studies examine plural pronoun usage in everyday conversation or speech 

(Knobloch & Solomon, 1993; Simmons, Gordon, & Chambliss, 2005).  Even 

fewer examine the associations between plural pronoun usage in speech and 
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relationship quality.  In the studies that have examined the link between 

expressing a couple or “we” perspective in speech and relationship outcomes, 

the speech is either in oral narrative form (Veroff, Sutherland, Chadiha, & Ortega, 

1993) or in oral responses to open-ended questions (Williams & Acitelli, 2007). 

Veroff and colleagues (Veroff, Douvan, & Hatchett, 1995; Veroff, et 

al.,1993) asked newlyweds to tell the story of their relationship from first meeting 

to their plans for the future.  Although stories were not coded for frequency of 

plural pronoun usage per se, stories were coded for a relationship perspective, 

that is, the extent to which couples were keeping the relationship in awareness 

implicitly by using the relationship as a lens through which to view their stories. 

Taking a relationship perspective in the first year of marriage was significantly 

related to third year marital well-being for both husbands and wives. But only for 

husbands did we find any evidence for the mediation of second year ease of 

adjustment to marriage, which includes a lack of marital tension and a sense of 

equity between spouses (Acitelli, Veroff, & Hassan, 2000).   

We suggested that for many men the advantage that implicit relationship 

awareness has for a couple is not immediately understood (e.g., Acitelli & Young, 

1996), but as they adopt it in their cognitive sets they probably become more 

cognitively coordinated with their wives, tensions are reduced in their 

relationship, and over time their marriages become happier.  When a couple 

adopts a relationship perspective, it helps men view their relationships and their 

wives, who take the relationship perspective more for granted, in more positive 

terms.  This interpretation is compatible with research showing that a communal 
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orientation is beneficial to men (Shaver, Papalia, Clark, Koski, Tidwell, & Nablone 

1996) and with aforementioned research suggesting that relationship talk is 

valuable to husbands if it is instrumental in solving a problem (Acitelli, 1988).  

Such is not the case for women, who were seen to value relationship talk equally 

in pleasant and unpleasant situations, and who we suggest see relationship 

awareness as a facet of their marital well-being. 

In addition, face-to-face interview responses were coded for plural 

pronoun usage as a form of implicit relationship talk (Williams & Acitelli, 2007). 

The data for the study were collected in the second wave of a standardized, face-

to-face interview in the homes of 136 couples (272 individuals). Married and 

unmarried couples responded to open-ended questions independently of their 

partners.  When partners were asked to describe their relationship, their use of 

plural pronouns in their responses was shown to predict relationship satisfaction 

and commitment uniquely over and above Couple Identity (the extent to which 

persons see themselves as part of a couple, Acitelli, Rogers, & Knee, 1999) and 

Inclusion of the Other in the Self Scale (a measure of closeness, Aron, Aron, & 

Smollan, 1992).  The analyses also controlled for the statistical interdependence 

of partners within couples. Findings demonstrated that the more couples express 

their implicit awareness of their relationships in response to open-ended 

questions, the happier they are in general and with their relationships, 

specifically.  Further analyses will be needed to compare both waves of data and 

examine gender differences.  Overall, it is relatively clear that speaking in terms 

of “us” or taking a relationship perspective related to good outcomes for a 
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relationship. 

IMPLICIT RELATIONSHIP THINKING 

 Much of the work on implicit relationship thinking has been conducted by 

Acitelli (Acitelli, Rogers & Knee, 1999) and Agnew (Agnew, Van Lange, Rusbult, 

& Langston, 1998). Agnew and Etchenberry (2006) state that cognitive 

interdependence is a “relatively pluralistic, other-inclusive cognitive 

representation of the self-in-relationship” (p. 282) and falls into the category of 

thinking implicitly about the relationship.  One of the their operational measures 

of the construct is the spontaneous use of plural pronouns in relationship-

relevant cognitions, quite similar to Williams & Acitelli’s (2007) measure of implicit 

relationship talk described above.  Whether such implicit talk differs in meaning 

from implicit thought remains to be seen.  In any case, implicit relationship 

thinking leads to positive outcomes for married and unmarried couples.  Agnew 

et al. (1998) demonstrated that cognitive interdependence in romantic couples 

was related to commitment, and over time the commitment-cognitive 

interdependence link was bi-directional.  That is, over time, the more committed 

couples were, the more cognitively interdependent they were and vice versa. 

Acitelli and colleagues (Acitelli, Rogers, & Knee, 1999), conducted a study 

in which implicit thought about the relationship, or couple identity, played a 

crucial role.  A couple identity indicates the extent to which a person sees him or 

herself as part of a couple and how important being part of a couple is to his or 

her description of the self. Couple identity is very similar in meaning to the 

construct, cognitive interdependence. The area probability sample (discussed in 
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the explicit talking section of this chapter) of 238 (90 unmarried and 148 married) 

couples were interviewed in their homes and were asked several questions about 

themselves and their relationships.  The couple identity items were embedded in 

a list of several descriptors of the self (hard-working and friendly, for example) 

and were asked to rate how well each item describe the self and the extent to 

which the items were important to their description of self.  As such, a couple 

identity could also be considered a self-schema (Markus, Crane, Bernstein, & 

Saladi, 1982). 

We (Acitelli, Rogers, & Knee, 1999) argued that the degree to which 

spouses endorsed a couple identity would determine whether engaging in explicit 

relational thinking (as measured by the Cate et al. (1995) positive affect subcale) 

is beneficial to one’s relationship.  In other words, we wanted to see whether 

implicit relationship thinking (couple identity) would moderate the relationship 

between explicit thinking and relationship satisfaction.  

For married couples, couple identity moderated the association between 

positive relationship thinking and satisfaction such that the lower a person’s 

couple identity the stronger the association between positive relationship thinking 

and satisfaction.  For those high in couple identity, who were already quite happy 

with their relationships, positive thoughts did not make a difference in their 

relationship satisfaction. This finding runs parallel to the Knobloch et al. (2006) 

findings that explicit talk about the relationship had less impact on couples 

already high in intimacy than those couples low in intimacy. The interaction with 

explicit relationship thinking was not found for unmarried couples.  Perhaps 
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positive relationship thinking functions differently for married people than for 

unmarried dating partners. The cognitive connection between couple identity and 

relationship satisfaction may be a relatively automatic tendency among those 

who are married.  Having a strong couple identity may foster a positive mindset 

regarding the relationship, making positive evaluations about the specific 

relationship chronically accessible (Brewer & Gardiner, 1996, Gardiner, Gabriel, 

& Hochschild, 2002).  For married partners who are high in couple identity, then, 

conscious positive thoughts about their relationship may not be necessary to be 

happy with it (Acitelli, et al., 1999). 

It is likely that spouses with a strong couple identity are keeping their 

relationship in implicit awareness, that is, the couple becomes the lens through 

which they view the world.  Wegner and Guiliano (1982) posit that keeping an 

entity (in this case, the relationship) in tacit awareness helps maintain a positive 

view of the entity (relationship).  That is, identifying with the relationship helps to 

maintain a positive view of relationship.  This identification is similar to the 

process described by Aron, Aron, Tudor, and Nelson (1991) as including the 

other in the self.  However, in this case, the "other" is the couple, or the couple's 

relationship.  As Smith & Henry (1996) postulate, “inclusion of a group 

[relationship] as part of the self” explains cooperative patterns of behavior that 

benefit the group [relationship] at the expense of the individual.  What begins as 

the spouse including the valued partner in the self eventually evolves into seeing 

the valued partner as part of “us”.  In other words, one identifies with the couple 

or views the world through the lens of the relationship. For those low in couple 
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identity, thinking about their relationship in positive terms does make a difference 

in their satisfaction because it gives them the stimulus they need to feel satisfied 

with the relationship (Acitelli, et al., 1999). 

 Longitudinal analyses revealed a similar pattern of results, but were 

significant for women only. Concurrently, then, even though women generally 

scored higher than men on measures of couple identity, these identities work in 

the same fashion for men and women, providing a good explanation for the oft 

reported sex differences in relationship cognition.  That is, the gender differences 

we see are more likely due to differences in self-concepts rather than biological 

sex (Acitelli, et al., 1999, Garrido & Acitelli, 1999).  However the longitudinal 

effects are not so easily explained except that perhaps women’s couple identities 

comprise more superordinate schema and thus have more salience to their lives 

in general. 

Due to what appear to be couple identity’s beneficial effects on intimate 

relationships, recent work has begun to examine couple identity as an implicit 

coping mechanism for couples in stressful circumstances such as the chronic 

illness of one partner.  A goal of one such study (Badr, Acitelli, & Carmack, 2007) 

was to discover whether seeing oneself as part of a couple and incorporating 

one’s relationship into one’s self-concept (couple identity) alleviates the negative 

effects of stressors on caregiver mental health.  The caregiver stress proliferation 

model (Pearlin, Mullin, Semple, & Skaff, 1990), posits that in addition to the 

stress of physical work of giving care, the illness situation can lead to other more 

“intrapsychic strains” for the caregiver, such as loss of self and feeling trapped 
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(Pearlin et al., 1990). These stressors can lead to poor mental health among 

caregivers. 

In our study of the role of couple identity in the caregiving situation (Badr 

et al.), the sample consisted of 92 healthy spouses who had been a caregiver for 

a husband or wife with a chronic physical illness for an average of 5.9 years.  

Results showed that couple identity partially mediated the link between negative 

stressors (relational deprivation, overload, loss of self, and captivity) and poor 

mental health.  Couple identity fully mediated the effects of positive stressors 

(i.e., caregiver self-esteem and competence) on caregiver mental health.  These 

findings lend support to the idea that viewing the relationship as an extension of 

oneself, or high levels of couple identity, may help to minimize the negative 

effects and maximize the positive effects of the caregiving experience on mental 

health.  

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 Clearly, the context in which relationship awareness occurs makes a 

difference with regard to its effects.  However, thus far, research on all forms of 

relationship awareness has been focused solely on intimate heterosexual 

relationships.  Preliminary work has begun to examine relationship awareness in 

friendships and shows that people report thinking and talking about their 

relationships less in friendships than in their intimate relationships (Rabhan & 

Acitelli, in prep).  What we do not know is how the nature of such thinking and 

talking differs according to relationship type.  Even if the frequency of relationship 

talk is different between types of relationships, it is not clear whether the triggers 
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and outcomes of relationship awareness in other types of relationships are 

similar to those in intimate relationships. 

 More exploration into gender differences in relationship cognition might 

shed light on how men and women think differently about relationships and 

themselves (Acitelli & Young, 1996).  There is a considerable body of literature 

showing that men and women differ in the degree to which they see themselves 

as interdependent (Cross & Madson, 1996). In addition, Martin (1991) has shown 

that when women think about relationships, their thoughts are more elaborate 

and complex than when men think about relationships.  What needs to be made 

clearer is whether the category “relationship” is just larger or a more 

superordinate schema in general for women than men.   

Scott, Fuhrman & Wyer (1991) suggest that memory structures for 

relationships may differ between the sexes. They indicate that a woman’s 

memory “bin” for relationships is larger, such that conversations with spouses 

would more likely be stored as a relationship memory, whereas men are more 

likely to store the memory of the conversation in the bin of the topic discussed.  If 

the memories of men and women are structured differently in this manner, it 

helps to explain why women are more likely to see relationship implications in 

conversations in which men are focusing on the topic only.  Such thinking could 

lead to miscommunication between partners regarding the nature of the 

relationship itself.   

A question that remains unanswered is whether, for women’s cognitive 

structures, relationship as schema holds a more superordinate position than it 
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does for men. Or is it that relationship schema and self-schema are so 

interwoven for women that events occurring in the relationship take on just as 

much significance as events important to the self?  In other words, we know that 

the size and hierarchical position of a category or schema are important in 

encoding and retaining information as meaningful.  What needs to be understood 

is whether the size or position of a category is as important as its 

interconnections with the self and other schema related to the self that make the 

frequency and outcomes of relationship awareness differ for men and women.  

One aim of this chapter is to encourage future research in these directions. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The review in this chapter has demonstrated that the correlates and 

outcomes of relationship awareness may depend on context, gender, and the 

form the awareness takes (explicit or implicit; thinking or talking). Several 

research studies demonstrate that women think and talk explicitly about 

relationships more than men do.  However, the mean differences are not very 

large or interesting.  What is more meaningful is that such thinking and talking 

seems to affect men and women in relationships in different ways.  It is almost 

impossible to examine relationship awareness without being forced to admit that 

gender plays a key role in its outcomes. 

For women, talking explicitly about the relationship seems to function as 

merely routine maintenance and is seen as positive for the relationship.  For 

men, on the other hand, explicit talking about the relationship can have beneficial 

effects, only if it is instrumental in solving problem.  As such, explicit relationship 
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talk is associated with negative circumstances for men, whether it is prompted by 

a negative situation, or leads to his feelings of marital tension.  Thus, men see 

relationship talk as a means to an end, whereas women may see it as an end in 

itself or something to be valued for its own sake, with positive consequences for 

relationship satisfaction.  

Research also indicates that couples’ implicit relationship awareness 

(either thinking or talking) is associated with positive relationship outcomes and 

predicts an increase in marital happiness over time.  Although there is still the 

typical gender difference in the means of implicit awareness, this difference does 

not have the same meaning as it does for explicit awareness.  Implicit awareness 

seems to be beneficial for both members of dating relationships, married 

couples, and the caregivers of ill spouses, male and female alike.  In other 

words, taking a relationship perspective in thought and speech is good for the 

relationship, but explicitly addressing the relationship in conversation does not 

guarantee a good outcome. Although such talk may give women good feelings, it 

has the potential to make a man’s boots squeak. 
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